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Abstract

At Thales Defense Mission Systems, software products first go through an industrial prototyping phase. Prototyping are serious applications we experiment with our end-users during workshops. End-users have a central role in the design process of our products. They often ask for software modifications during demonstrations to experiment new ideas or to focus the existing design on their needs.

In this paper, we present how we combine Smalltalk’s live-programming capabilities with software component models to obtain flexible and modular software designs in our context of live prototyping. We present Molecule, a Trait-based Lightweight CORBA Component Model implementation in Pharo. Molecule components are standard Pharo classes using exclusively Traits to become software components.

We benefit from the dynamic run-time modification capabilities of Pharo during demonstrations with our end-users, where we explore software designs in a lively way.
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1 Introduction

At Thales Defense Mission Systems, the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) industrial prototyping activities are an important part of the software production process. HMI industrial prototyping is the building of software prototypes as close as possible to real products from the HMI point of view (graphics and ergonomics). Using prototypes, we evaluate software HMI design and experiment complete use-cases provided by end-users. This enables early and strong feedback loops to fulfill users requirements. Using prototypes, we anticipate architectural needs and problems before development of real products begin. The prototyping activity is followed by an industrialization phase, in which we build final products based on prototypes’ evaluations and feedback.

The dynamic aspects of prototyping requires the capability to modify code at run time. Evaluations of prototypes take hours and end-users are rarely available for review meetings. During a prototype evaluation bugs may appear, and end-users may request modifications of the prototype to experiment ideas. In such cases, it is important to efficiently benefit from feedback. We cannot stop the program and lose hours of evaluation. We need to modify and to debug our prototypes without restarting everything.

In this paper, we present Molecule, an open-source component-oriented programming framework for the building of modular software architectures. Molecule has been implemented in Pharo [5] to favor changes at run time, during demonstrations in front of our end-users. Molecule features a component model based on the Light-weight CORBA Component Model (CCM) specification [1]. Molecule is based on Traits [4, 11, 16] to define component contracts and to define interfaces’ behavior. The dynamic aspects of Traits in Pharo allows us to dynamically redefine and change component architectures at run time. We are thus able to experiment changes and ideas with end-users during demonstrations: this is what we call live prototyping.

In this paper, we present the following contributions:
• We exhibit the benefits of Pharo in an industrial context where we use live prototyping intensively to elaborate complex systems,
• an overview of Molecule, our Trait-based component framework which brings a clear separation of concerns to our prototypes implementation and facilitates updates at run time.

The paper is organized as follows. We explain our requirements for live prototyping and how components help for the elaboration of complex prototypes in Section 2. We present an overview of Molecule in Section 3, and illustrate its usage through examples in Section 4. We study related work in Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Live prototyping in the defense industry

In the defense industry, we obtain high value feedback from prototypes demonstrations with end-users. During a demonstration, we need to quickly and efficiently capture users’ needs to elaborate Graphical User Interface (GUI) prototypes. This work cannot be done remotely. It requires presence, observation and feelings from users in front of their application. However, there are strong constraints from our end-users’ availability:

• We might only see end-users during a few days once a year for a prototype demonstration,
• during demonstrations, users always have requests and ideas they want to experiment,
• we need to take advantage of the users’ presence to experiment those ideas and benefit from live feedback loops.

Therefore, a strong requirement of our prototyping activity is the ability to change pieces of software at run time to adapt prototypes according to the end-users’s feedback. Thus, a prototype implementation is expected to evolve often and quickly during a demonstration. As we learn during our meetings with end-users, the architecture as well as the implementation of the software change many times.

![Figure 1. Live prototyping with Components](image)

2.1 The importance of live prototyping

Imagine a moving train (Figure 1) and imagine that workers are changing the rails path without stopping the train. In practice, this is what we expect during workshops and evaluations: the running prototype is halted on the fly, its code is updated in front of our end-users and then restarted without stopping the running demonstration. This is particularly important when we need to choose one solution among several design candidates. In that case, we evaluate alternatives by changing the prototype code on-the-fly.

Live code modification gives us the ability to understand constraints in a given context, and to experiment code alternative without losing this context. Indeed, a demonstration scenario may last hours, and users perform lots of actions and configurations. If we have to restart demonstrations each time we change the software, we lose the execution context, the scenarios’ data and the measured metrics. Complex user interactions inputs are hard to reproduce, e.g., mouse events sequences or touch finger gestures. We cannot guarantee that users will do the same actions again and that they will reproduce the same execution context. In addition, end-users’ availability is limited and we cannot afford to replay hours-long scenarios to experiment variations.

When live prototyping with end-users, we dynamically change the running software to experiment new solutions without restarting the entire evaluation scenario and losing measured metrics. To users, these changes are done transparently: they do not lose their configurations, their data nor the state of the running scenario.

2.2 Enabling live prototyping: an industrial context

Since 15 years, the Thales Defense Mission Systems prototyping team uses Smalltalk for prototyping. The motivation behind the choice of Smalltalk is its dynamic capabilities which enable live changes of a design in the front of customers. From 2005 to 2016, the VisualWorks system was used. Since 2016, we integrate also Pharo as a programming environment solution.

However, these technical capabilities for live programming are not enough in our context. Let us come back to the illustration of Figure 1. Developers are changing pre-assembled rails. They do not have to build them on the fly with wood and steel. They dynamically switch one code portion implementing a particular functional solution by another in few editing steps. Similarly, we need to clearly separate the code portions that are updated on the fly from the legacy code that must stay unchanged [8].

Our final products are component-based architectures, and we need prototypes and final products to share similar architecture principles. This guarantees equivalent levels of services, and precise evaluations of development costs of final products. Therefore, we also decided to base the prototyping step on component-oriented development to bring consistency in the whole product life-cycle from the prototyping to the final product. In this context, we developed

Molecule, our component-oriented programming framework for Pharo. The rest of this Paper describes Molecule.

3 Molecule overview

Molecule is a Light-weight implementation of the Corba Component Model (LCCM) [1]. It allows for the specification of components as in the Corba standard: provided and used services, produced and consumed events. However, Molecule components are only specified and instantiated locally. They are not exchanged nor shared through a standard object bus. The rest of this section briefly presents what is a Molecule component and how it is dynamically managed.

3.1 Molecule, a component framework

Similarly to the LCCM, a component’s business contract is exposed through its component Type (Figure 2). The Type specifies what a component has to offer to others components (namely, provided services and produced events) and what that component requires from others components (namely, used services and consumed events).

Thus, the main role of the Type is to implement the services that the component provides and that are callable by other components. Other components use this interface through their Used Services interface. Produced Events represent the receivable events interface of the component. Other components listen to this interface through their Consumed Events interface. They subscribe and unsubscribe to their event interface to start and stop receiving notifications. Parameters are used to control the component’s state. Parameters can only be used once at the component’s initialization. The light-weight CCM model does not define Parameters, but instead it allows direct access to public attributes. We introduced the Provided Parameters as an interface to explicitly define how the state of a component can be initialized. Other components use this interface through their Used Parameters interface.

A Molecule component definition is based on Traits [4, 11, 16]. The Type, as well as the services, the events and the parameters parts are all defined as Traits. A Molecule component is an instance of a standard class which uses Molecule traits.

3.2 Live update of components

When a Type is modified, a mechanism automatically updates the component classes implementing this Type. A Molecule Type is defined by a set of related Traits. A Molecule component is made of a class which uses a Type Trait. A Type can be modified either by modifying the Trait aggregation or the Traits themselves.

For example, adding a particular method in a service Trait implies updating the related methods in the class that is using the component Type. In that case, some methods have to be implemented by hand to plug in the services, and then to turn the component into a fully usable one at run time. Recall that during a demonstration, switching from one component to another must be doable as fast as possible to benefit from a live demonstration flow.

Upon the modification of a Type, an additional mechanism automatically implements changes into component classes using this Type (Figure 3). Adding or removing Traits (services, events or parameters) in a Type is automatically detected and all classes using the updated Type are themselves updated accordingly. This mechanism is implemented using the Pragma [3] infrastructure of Pharo.

Figure 2. Public view of a Molecule component.

Figure 3. Components automatic modifications using Traits.
### 3.3 Run-time management of components

All components are managed by the ComponentManager object. It maintains the list of component instances currently alive in the system. It is currently handled as a singleton. The ComponentManager class implements an API to instantiate and to remove each component, to associate them, to connect events, etc. This API is used to manage each component life cycle programmatically.

![ComponentManager Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.** The ComponentManager manage all components.

### 3.4 The component states

The activity of a component depends on contextual constraints such as the availability of a resource, the physical state of hardware elements, etc. To manage consumed resources accordingly, the life-cycle of a component has four possible states: **Initialized**, **Activated**, **Passivated** and **Removed** (Figure 5). After its initialization, a component can switch from an **Activated** state to a **Passivated** state and conversely. When the life-cycle of a component is over, then it switches to the **Removed** state.

Let us details each state of a component life-cycle. When a component is switched to the **Initialized** state, it is configured through its provided parameters. If a component depends on another component through its interfaces (used services, consumed events or used parameters), these components are associated during this state.

The **Activated** state is the nominal state of a component. When a component is switched to this state, it subscribes to each consumed events that are produced by the components that have been associated with it during the **Initialized** state. After this subscription step, the component is able to receive and react accordingly to any of its consumed events.

When a component is paused, it switches to the **Passivated** state. Then, the component unsubscribes to its subscribed events and all its required resources are set in waiting mode. As an example, a hardware can be set in its sleeping mode, it can also be asked to free its Graphics Processing Unit memory. The idea behind this state is to avoid consuming resources if not needed, and to be able to switch back as quickly as possible to the **Activated** state.

![Component Life-Cycle Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.** Molecule components life-cycle.

### 4 Molecule by example

In this section, we give an overview of Molecule through two examples. As depicted in Figure 6, in the first example, we program a component application that connects to a Global Positioning System (GPS) hardware and displays the GPS data on a view map. In the second example, we reuse an existing non-component class in our Molecule application. To do so, we augment this class with component behavior.

#### 4.1 The GPS map and data provider example

In this example, we create two Molecule components with their Types. We show how we define the components events and services and how these components interact with each other (Figure 7).

We create a first component, its job is to manage and provide datas from a GPS hardware (as the current geographic position). Listing 1 shows an example of component implementation. To develop a new component from scratch, developers subclass the MolAbstractComponentImpl abstract class. In fact, MolAbstractComponentImpl is a syntactic sugar directly using the default Molecule trait which injects...
component shared behavior into classes. The component Type is implemented through a Trait. In our example GPS-Data is the Type Trait and GPSDataImpl is the component class which uses it.

MolAbstractComponentImpl subclass: #GPSDataImpl
  uses: GPSData.

Listing 1. Creation of GPSDataImpl component class.

We define the GPSData Type as a Trait which itself uses the Molecule base Type MolComponentType (Listing 2). This base Type provides the skeleton methods providedComponentServices and producedComponentEvents. Developers have to complete these methods by hand to declare the provided services and the produced events.

Trait named: #GPSData uses: MolComponentType.
  <componentContract>
    { GPSDataServices }
  <componentContract>
    { GPSDataEvents }

Listing 2. Declaring the GPSData Type with one provided services interface and one produced events interface.

The method providedComponentServices (or producedComponentEvents for events) return the array of Traits that implement the specific provided services (or produced events for events). Specific services and events are implemented in their own trait, namely, GPSDataServices and GPSDataEvents (Listing 3). In these traits, we add methods that the GPSData component Type has to implement.

Trait named: #GPSDataEvents.
  GPSDataEvents>>currentPositionChanged: aGeoPosition
  "Notify the current geographic position of the GPS receiver when changed"

Trait named: #GPSDataServices.

Listing 3. Defining the GPSData Type content.

We create a second component to display a GPS position on a map. The map displays a circle around the position whose radius represents the accuracy of the GPS. The second component needs to be connected with an existing GPS data provider component. In Listing 4, we add a new component class GPSMapImpl (lines 1-2) with a new GPSMap Type (line 3). The Type GPSMap requires to consume services of the GPSDataServices interface (lines 4-6) and to use events of the GPSDataEvents interface (lines 7-9). Note that these interfaces are already defined and used by our first component GPSDataImpl.

MolAbstractComponentImpl subclass: #GPSMapImpl
  uses: GPSMap.
  Trait named: #GPSMap uses: MolComponentType.
  GPSMap class>>usedComponentServices
    <componentContract>
      { GPSDataServices }
  GPSMap class>>consumedComponentEvents
    <componentContract>
      { GPSDataEvents }

Listing 4. Creating GPSMapImpl component class that uses GPSMap Type with one used services interface and one consumed events interface.

As explained in Section 3.2, some methods are automatically generated to plug the services in the component class. Declaring the uses of GPSDataServices automatically generates the corresponding accessor getGPSDataServices which allows the GPSMapImpl component to call the services methods. Declaring the consumption of GPSDataEvents automatically generates a skeleton implementation of the interface in the component class GPSMapImpl (Listing 5). Developers have to complete generated methods with their application code.

GPSMapImpl>>currentPositionChanged: aGeoPosition
  radius := self getGPSDataServices
    getAccuracyRadiusInMeters.
  "Display a circle on the map view at the current position"

Listing 5. Consumed event generated method.
A component is expected to implement a particular method for each state introduced in Section 3.4. These methods are called when the component is switched to the corresponding state. In our example, regarding the Activated state, the corresponding method is componentActivate. This method is completed by hand with the subscription code shown in Listing 6 to enable events reception management.

In this example, the subscriber does not specify which instance of the event provider is required. In that case, the GPSMapImpl component subscribes to the first available event provider. When GPSMapImpl is activated, it subscribes to the GPSDataEvents event provider. After the subscription, a GPSMapImpl is able to receive the position change events to update its view accordingly.

```small
GPSMapImpl>>componentActivate
  self getGPSDataEventsSubscriber subscribe: self

Listing 6. Subscription of GPSMapImpl receives to GPSDataEvents.
```

As shown in Listing 7, components instances are created and activated by the ComponentManager which has the responsibility to connect them each other lazily.

```small
MolComponentManager
  instantiateComponent: GPSMapImpl.
  MolComponentManager
  activateComponent: GPSMapImpl.

Listing 7. Instanciating and activated components.
```

### 4.2 Reusing existing code as Molecule components

Imagine that we want to reuse an open-source library that implements the driver for the GPS hardware that we use. We want to reuse a class from this existing implementation in our application to add the capability to use this GPS hardware.

This class is not a Molecule component, and does not share the same class hierarchy as Molecule components. Therefore this class does not answer the Molecule component’s interface, and cannot be reused directly as a component. To manually plug this class into a Molecule component, we have to write glue code for the component to use the API of this class. This requires an additional effort to write non-functional code, which introduces noise in the application code. This makes such architecture less to understandable and to maintainable.

With Molecule, we reuse any existing class by augmenting that class with component behavior (Figure 8). This class becomes seamlessly usable as a component in a Molecule architecture.

Imagine that we want to reuse a class GPSHardware. This class is originally used as described in (Listing 8). Developers must instantiate this class, then interact with its instances to use the GPS hardware.

```small
driver := GPSHardware new.
  driver connect.
  accuracy := driver accuracy.

Listing 8. A GPSHardware class providing the accuracy of the GPS.
```

To use the GPSHardware class as a GPSData Type component, we augment that class with Molecule component behavior and with the GPSData Type (Listing 9). First, we add the Molecule component interface MolComponentInterface to the GPSHardware class. Any class that implements this interface is usable as a Molecule component. Then, we affect the GPSData Type component to the GPSHardware class.

The MolComponentInterface and GPSData Type are implemented as Traits. Therefore the GPSHardware class is augmented just by declaring the use of these Traits (line 2). Traits automatically brings the code for implementing interfaces.

```small
Object subclass GPSHardware
  uses: {MolComponentInterface + GPSData}

Listing 9. Augmenting the GPSHardware class with Molecule component behavior and set its Type.
```

After augmenting the GPSHardware class with component behavior, we make sure the class implements the component contract in accordance with the GPSData Type. By default, these methods are automatically generated by Molecule. In this example (Listing 9) as we reuse an existing class, we adapt the generated interface to fit our needs:

- We implement a call to the behavior provided by the class,
- we implement in addition a conversion from the feet to meters unit.

Because of the interface enforced to every Molecule component, we are able to directly reuse and specialize an existing class. We only write domain code to reuse existing behavior into the component architecture and avoid writing non-functional code.

```small
GPSHardware>>getAccuracyRadiusInMeters
  "GPSHardware use imperial units, need to convert into meters"
  self accuracy feetToMeters

Listing 10. Reusing and extending the GPSHardware implementation in the Molecule component interface.
```

Finally, we instantiate this class as a Molecule component and we swap the previous implementation GPSDataImpl with our new implementation GPSHardware (Listing 11). We remove the current component from the application (lines 2-3) and replace it with the new component (lines 5-6).

```small
```
Listing 11. Dynamically swapping components implementation.

Swapping components does not require to restart the whole application, and can be performed at run time. Between the removal and replacement of a component, it is possible that other components continue to access the services of the removed component (e.g., in multi-threaded applications). In that case, Molecule automatically returns a default instance that corresponds to a non-existing provider. Components implementations must handle this default instance when they require a service from another component.

5 Related Work

Molecule provides the same well-known architectural and reuse benefits of software components systems [7, 13–15]. To focus on the live aspect of prototyping, we study related work on run-time software modification.

Run-time adaptation in component systems has been well studied. For instance, and non-exhaustively, there is work on dynamic component modification [6, 9, 18], with safety [17] and consistency [10] concerns. These systems generally only provide run-time modification of component-related entities such as components, component ports or interconnections. However, while designing and demonstrating prototypes we also require to modify code outside components, e.g., to fix bugs in third party libraries.

Smalltalk-based component models implementations [2, 6, 12] enable run-time modification of both component and non-component code thanks to Smalltalk’s reflective properties. Such implementations provide the same dynamic, unanticipated run-time modification capabilities as the Molecule Pharo implementation.

As far as we know, Molecule is the only implementation of LCCM relying on Traits.

6 Conclusion

Developing industrial prototypes as close as possible to final products is tedious. At Thales Defense Mission Systems, we
build such prototypes before a final version is implemented by another team. Our prototypes are evaluated not only through their HMI but also through complete functional use cases. In order to fulfill the requirements and the actual end-users expectations, we evaluate prototypes with end-users and adapt them lively according to their feedback. Thus, we use Pharo to implement our prototypes because of its dynamic capabilities. Because our final product are component oriented, we use this paradigm for the implementation of our Pharo prototypes. Regarding the life-cycle of a product, the direct benefit is the traceability between the prototypes components and the final products components. Moreover, the implementation and the lively adaptation of our prototypes is also facilitated by the component orientation. In this paper we presented Molecule, a light-weight CORBA Component Model implementation based on Traits that we have developed in this context. We presented an overview of Molecule and illustrated its usage through a simple example.

More and more, our prototypes involve multiple users on collaborative tasks on interconnected workstations. We will upgrade the capacity of Molecule to build distributed component architectures. In the future, we want to use Molecule in distributed architectures but keeping all its live prototyping capabilities. This is challenging as this implies consistent modifications of remote and distributed run-time architectures.
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